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Overview Training Camp Parkhotel Horst 
 

First of all we would like to express our gratitude for your interest in our hotel. We are very 

delighted to hereby inform you about the possibilities for a training camp at Parkhotel Horst. This 

overview is based upon our best-sold package, however it is our pleasure to customize our offer 

to any specific needs your team enquires.  
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History 
Since 2010 we are hosting training camps for professional clubs in Horst. The combination of our 

southern hospitality and our good training facilities with both, natural and artificial pitches are 

well appreciated by domestic clubs and clubs from abroad. The first training camp was held 

by Galatasaray, thereafter followed many other clubs inter alia: Lilles, KRC Genk, Shakhtar 

Donetsk, Valencia CF, FC Utrecht, KAA Gent and FC Porto (for three years in a row). Also several 

Dutch national teams (KNVB) have stayed at our accommodation and trained at our facilities.  
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Parkhotel Training Package  
 

The full service four-star hotel is situated in a natural area, which is ideal for sport such as walking, 

running and cycling activities. Several close by (international) airports and the hotel location 

directly aside from highway A73 provide great accessibility.  

 

Our Parkhotel Training Package is our best-sold package, which includes the following 

elements; 

 An overnight stay in a comfortable room or suite (exclusivity of the floor possible) 

 International full breakfast buffet including juices, milk, water and coffee/tea 

 Lunch buffet including juices, milk, water and coffee/tea 

 Dinner buffet including juices, milk, water and coffee/tea 

 

    
 

Beside a comfortable overnight stay and the food and beverages, which are indicated above, 

we also offer a wide ranch of additional facilities included in the package, such as; 

 Private dining room and a separate (private) kitchen for the training camp  

 Private massage room (equipped with massage tables) 

 Material room 

 Private meeting room (fully equipped) 

 Recreational area (table tennis, table football, etc.) 

 Indoor swimming pool (outside lake is open for public as well) 

 Well ess two sau a’s, Turkish stea  bath a d a well ess lou ge  

 Free fiberglass Wi-Fi Internet 

 Two times pitch rental per day 

 Two times laundry service per day 
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Other upgrade possibilities  

There are countless possibilities to upgrade or to include in your training camp. Several 

frequently requested upgrades are amongst other; 

 

Fitness: 

Near the hotel (on warming-up distance) there is a professional local fitness center. Besides this 

we are also able to establish a professional fitness area in the hotel or at the pitches. 

 

VIP treatment soccer pitch: 

Our package includes standard pitch treatment. Besides this, special grass treatment such as bi-

daily mowing on our ransomes reel mower (stadium mower) up-to any other special requests 

such as extra verticutting, verti draining, seeding and fertilizing.  

 

Snack: 

Late night snacks and/or afternoon snacks can be arranged extra in addition to the standard 

package. The snacks can be arranged anywhere you want; in the dining room, in the recreational 

room or even on the floor of the hotel rooms. 

 

Bike rental   (to cycle to the pitch, 400m) 

Ice Bath   (for after training sessions and/or matches) 

Bottle of water  (for during the training) 

Video tower   (next to the training pitch) 
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In conclusion 
 

Our dedicated ambassadors are already looking forward to welcome you and your team in order 

to make you training camp very successful as well as a memorable event. And in addition to the 

information within this overview, the following videos will give a good impression of the hotel in 

combination with its facilities; 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PC-h3w5xuPc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_dcQbh6Eyc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_1xKUJxGf0 

 

 

Contact details 

If you are interested in a training camp or in case you would like to receive more information 

about possibilities and/or package prices, please contact: 

 

Trevor Verheijen  

Hotel Manager 

Tel: +31 77-3976000 

Email: t.verheijen@parkhotelhorst.nl 

 

 

Some of our references:  
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